ABSTRACT: White mold, caused by Sclerotinea sclerotiorum (Lib.) de Bary is one of the most important diseases of the common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) worldwide. Physiological resistance and traits related to disease avoidance such as architecture contribute to field resistance. The aim of this study was to verify the efficiency of recurrent selection in physiological resistance to white mold, "Carioca" grain type and upright habit in common bean. Thirteen common bean lines with partial resistance to white mold were intercrossed by means of a circulant diallel table, and seven recurrent selection cycles were obtained. Of these cycles, progenies of the S 0:1 , S 0:2 and S 0:3 generations of cycles III, IV, V and VI were evaluated. The best (8 to 10) progenies of the seven cycles were also evaluated, in two experiments, one in the greenhouse and one in the field. Lattice and/or randomized block experimental designs were used. The traits evaluated were: resistance to white mold by the straw test method, growth habit and grain type. The most resistant progenies were selected based on the average score of resistance to white mold. Subsequently, they were evaluated with regard to grain type and growth habit. Recurrent selection allowed for genetic progress of about 11 % per year for white mold resistance and about 15 % per year for the plant architecture.
moderate levels of resistance, equivalent to non-adapted sources used (Carneiro et al., 2011; Carvalho et al., 2013; Gonçalves and Santos, 2010; Silva et al., 2014) .
In addition to physiological resistance, traits such as early maturity and others related to plant architecture, such as upright plants and open canopy, have been reported as escape mechanisms because they are unfavorable to the proliferation of the pathogen (Ender and Kelly, 2005; Kolkman and Kelly, 2002) . Escape mechanisms and physiological resistance mechanisms are quantitatively inherited and controlled by QTLs (quantitative trait loci) to both small and large effect (Miklas et al., 2013; Mkwaila et al., 2011; Soule et al., 2011; Lara et al., 2014) .
The low or moderate levels of resistance of the lines and the complex inheritance of the trait, limit success in selection for resistance to white mold. Recurrent selection has been considered the most efficient method in the gradual increase in frequency of desirable alleles in breeding programs. Studies such as Lyon et al. (1987) and Terán and Singh (2010a) prove the efficiency of recurrent selection for resistance to white mold.
In light of the above, the aim of this study was to verify the efficiency of recurrent selection for physiological resistance to white mold, "Carioca" grain type and upright habit in common bean.
Materials and methods

Obtaining the base population and experimental procedures
Intercrossing had been carried out at a previous stage on 13 lines/cultivars with partial resistance to
Introduction
White mold, caused by the fungus Sclerotinia sclerotiorum (Lib.) de Bary, is a disease which has a strong impact on the common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) crop. This disease affects the main common bean production areas in the world, including production areas in both North and South America, with epidemic outbreaks in Australia, Africa and Asia. As a result, many areas have become uneconomic for the common bean crop with production losses of between 30 % and 100 % (Schwartz and Singh, 2013) .
Control of this pathogen is hindered by the broad range of hosts and the extensive capacity of this fungus to survive for various years in the form of sclerotia in the soil and mycelia dormant in the seeds (Saharan and Mehta, 2008) . The most efficient means of control is to obtain resistant cultivars since this is a low-cost solution, allows for greater economic return due to a less intensive management by the farmer and also causes less environmental impact.
Only moderate levels of physiological resistance to white mold have been reported in the literature for Mesoamerican and Andean common beans. However, higher levels of resistance have been observed in Phaseolus coccineus, a related species not adapted to Brazilian conditions. Various studies have been performed with the purpose of transferring resistance alleles of such species; however, the levels of resistance obtained are still considered low or intermediate (Miklas et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2009a, b) . Although some farmers consider that the cultivars used in Brazil are susceptible, lines and cultivars have, in fact, already been identified with Sci. Agric. v.73, n.1, p.71-78, January/February 2016 white mold (Table 1) . Line A195 is an exotic source of resistance derived from the breeding program of CIAT (International Tropical Agriculture Center) (Terán and Singh, 2008) . Those from number 1 to 8 are adapted to the southern region of the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil. Those from number 9 to 12 are progenies derived from backcrosses in which the donor of resistance to white mold was the source G122 or Ex Rico 23, and the recurrent parents were the M20 or Madripérola lines. The G122 line has large and red painted grains and type I growth habit; Ex Rico 23 has small white grains and type II growth habit, and both have partial physiological resistance to white mold. M20 is a carrier of anthracnose resistance alleles 2 ), partial resistance to angular leaf spot, type II growth habit and "Carioca" grain type (beige with brown stripes) (Carvalho et al., 2013) , and the Madripérola cultivar has type III growth habit, excellent "Carioca" grain and high yield.
The lines/cultivars were intercrossed in the circulant diallel, where "k" parents are used for obtaining "s = 2" hybrid combinations for each (Rangel et al., 2008) . Recurrent selection cycles zero (C0), one (CI), two (CII), three (CIII), four (CIV), five (CV) and six (CVI) were obtained. In obtaining C0, each parent was crossed with two others. In the F 2 progeny (S 0 generation) of each cross, all the plants were inoculated and evaluated, and the most resistant to white mold were selected. Then each selected progeny was intercrossed with two others to obtain cycle I. In cycles CI, CII, CIII, CIV, CV and CVI, the F 1 progeny (S 0 generation), now segregating, were inoculated (two stems per plant), evaluated, selected before flowering and intercrossed. This procedure allowed for a reduction in the time required for obtaining each recurrent selection cycle from only one crop season, with three cycles per year. Cycles C0, CI and CII were obtained in the previous step of the program and, providing continuity to this study, cycles III, IV, V and VI were obtained.
Within each cycle, progenies S 0:1 , S 0:2 , S 0:3 , S 0:4 were obtained, thereby increasing the homozygosis level. The most resistant plants of the base population (S 0 ) were selected to obtain the progenies in the S 0:1 generation; after that, the most resistant progenies were selected to obtain the S 0:2 , S 0:3 and the S 0:4 generations. In these generations, in addition to selection for resistance to white mold, selection was performed for grain type and growth habit. For grain type, the progenies with grains far outside the "Carioca" standard were eliminated, even if they showed greater levels of resistance. The experiments were conducted in Lavras, in all generations in the dry, winter and rainy cropping seasons.
All the experiments were subjected to the same crop practices. At sowing, the fertilization used was 300 kg ha −1 of the formulation 8-28-16 (N-P 2 O 5 -K 2 O, respectively) and, in topdressing at 20 days after emergence, 150 kg ha −1 of ammonium sulfate. Sprinkler irrigation was used, and the other crop treatments were those normally used for the common bean crop in the region. The breeding procedure was bulk within S 0 progenies, and the experimental designs, seasons and traits evaluated are shown in Table 2 . The experiments were carried out using plots of one meter rows in the S 0:1 and S 0:2 generations, and two meter rows in the S 0:3 and S 0:4 generations. Fifteen seeds per linear meter were sown in hills spaced at 0.2 meter, and 0.5 meter between lines.
Experiment with the better progenies for each cycle
Experiments with the better progenies of the seven cycles were also performed in the field and in a greenhouse (Table 2) . From these experiments, ten of the better progenies of the CIV, CV and CVI, eight of the CI, CII and CIII and seven progenies of the C0 cycles were evaluated.
In the greenhouse experiment, eight common bean seeds from the progenies selected in each cycle were sown in 3.5 liter plastic pots, containing a mixture of soil:sand:cattle manure (3:1:1). The plants were irrigated periodically and fertilized according to crop recommendations, maintaining moisture of around 80 % of the pot capacity. After emergence, five common bean plants were maintained in each pot becoming the experimental plot. In the field experiment, the crop practices were the same as those performed in the experiments with progenies of the S 0:3 generation.
Evaluation of resistance to white mold, growth habit and grain type
Inoculations were performed with the mycelium of the pathogen 28 days after emergence using the straw test method (Terán et al., 2006) . All the F 1 plants (S 0 ) of cycles CIII, CIV, CV and CVI (around 1300 per cycle) were inoculated in two main branches. In S 0:1 , S 0:2 , S 0:3 and S 0:4 progenies from each cycle, only one main branch was inoculated per plant in every ten plants in the plot. In the experiment with all the cycles in the greenhouse, around five plants per plot in two main branches of each plant were inoculated. In the inoculations, the most ag- gressive isolate identified in the evaluation by Carneiro et al., (2011) was used.
The fungus was chopped up twice in Petri dishes containing potato dextrose agar (PDA) medium with chloramphenicol (1 μL mL −1 of PDA medium) and incubated at 22 °C for three days with a 12-hour photoperiod. Three days after the second multiplication, inoculations were performed by the straw test method. The method consists of cutting the stem apex around 2.5 cm above the node, where the tip of a 200 μL micropipette is placed with a disc of the PDA culture medium containing the mycelium of S. sclerotiorum.
Seven days after inoculation, the reaction of common bean to white mold was evaluated by means of a diagrammatic scale from 1 (absence of symptoms) to 9 (rotting of at least 3 internodes or death of the plant) (Terán et al., 2006) .
Growth habit was evaluated using a diagrammatic scale from 1 (plant type III -completely prostrate) to 9 (plant type I or II, upright, with one stem and high first pod height) according to Mendes et al. (2011) . Grain type was evaluated using a diagrammatic scale from 1 (typical "Carioca" grain) to 5 (grain outside the "Carioca" standard) according to Ramalho et al. (2005) .
Statistical analyses
As all the presuppositions of analysis of variance were accepted, the data of resistance to white mold, growth habit and grain type were subjected to analysis of variance. Analyses were carried out by generation (S 0:1 , S 0:2 and S 0:3 ) and sequential analysis of these generations by cycle, and all the effects of the model were considered as random, except for the mean.
For analysis of the experiments of the best progenies selected from each cycle carried out in the field and in the greenhouse the progenies were considered fixed.
The genetic variance (σ P 2 ), phenotypic variance (σ F 2 ), variance of the progeny * generation interaction (σ G P * 2 ) were estimated according to Ramalho et al., (2005) ; and heritability in the broad sense (h 2 ), with its lower limits (LI) and upper limits (LS) according to Knapp et al. (1985) ; and selective accuracy (ˆr gg ) according to Resende and Duarte (2007) . All analyses were performed using the software from SAS (Statistical Analysis System Institute, 2013).
Genetic progress was estimated using the mean values of the progenies obtained from the sequential analyses of cycles CIII, CIV, CV and CVI and using the mean values of the best progenies of seven cycles. The gain with progeny selection within cycles was also estimated. Progress estimates using experiments in different seasons and years were made using common controls for minimizing the environmental effect. Initially, genetic deviation of the mean values of the progenies was obtained in relation to the control for disease resistance, growth habit and grain type traits. In the estimate of genetic deviation for the resistance to white mold trait, the mean value of the "Corujinha" susceptible line was used; for grain type, the mean value of the "CNFC9506" line was used; and for growth habit, the mean value of these two lines. For the estimation of genetic progress, a linear regression equation was derived between the number of cycles as independent variable (x), and the genetic deviation or the mean value of the progeny as dependent variable (y). Genetic progress (GP) percentage was obtained by the following estimator:
in which b 1 is the estimated linear coefficient or absolute gain and X ci is the mean resistance in cycle three (CIII) in the evaluations considering all the progenies of each cycle (CIII, CIV, CV and CIV) and in cycle zero (C0) in the evaluations of the best progenies of each one of the seven cycles. white mold, and the estimates of heritability in the joint analyses ranged from 60 to 86 % (Table 3) with lower limits positive in all cycles. This suggests that the progenies with different levels of resistance have different favorable alleles and variability, which are essential to obtaining gain with selection. There was no progeny * generation interaction for three of the four cycles evaluated, and the ratio between variance of the interaction and genetic variance (σ G P * 2 /σ G 2 ) * 100 was less than 22 % in these three cycles (Table  3) . This indicates that the behavior of the progenies was consistent over the generations, and that the selected progenies with a greater level of resistance in the S 0:1 generation of these cycles remained greater in the following generations, thus, indicating that selection in the S 0:1 gen-
Results and discussion
Evaluation of white mold resistance of progenies S 0:1 , S 0:2 and S 0:3 Experiments were carried out with good experimental precision, and the values of selective accuracy for the resistance to the white mold trait were greater than 66 % in all experiments (Tables 3 and 4 ). This parameter refers to the correlation between the true genotypic value of the genetic treatment and that estimated or predicted from the information of the experiments (Resende and Duarte, 2007) .
The analyses of variance, per generation or joint, showed differences (p ≤ 0.05) between the mean values of the progenies and between generations for severity of for these gains is that in the S 0:1 generation the selection was performed with larger populations, from 121 to 225 progenies, and this selection allowed us to eliminate progenies with higher susceptibility. There was a strong influence of the environment on the aggressiveness of the pathogen and, at various times, the mean score of aggressiveness increased (from S 0:1 to S 0:2 of cycles CIII and CV, from S 0:2 to S 0:3 of cycles CIV and CVI), which would indicate reduction in resistance. Nevertheless, an increase in the mean score of the susceptible control was also observed, which resulted in an increase of genetic deviation, and the gain from selection became positive. This confirms the importance of the control in reduction of the environmental effect.
As for the confidence interval of the mean scores (Table 4) , the lower limit consists of progenies with higher resistance levels, with values less than three, and genetic deviation (GD) greater than two in various situations. In addition, genetic variation of the upper limit of the mean scores increased from generation to generation within the four cycles, with the sole exception of S 0:2 to S 0:3 of cycle CV. Thus, it was possible to eliminate the more susceptible progenies over the generations, which must have contributed to an increase in the gain. Precise evaluation allows an increase in the levels of resistance of the progenies and gain from selection.
The gain obtained from selection of progenies was less than that obtained by Terán and Singh (2009) , who obtained a gain of around 20 % in progeny selection. However, in this study, we selected progenies with white mold resistance and those progenies with grains far outside of the "Carioca" standard were eliminated, even if they exhibited greater levels of resistance. The selection was performed in the field, where environmental conditions are more difficult to control, while in a greenhouse, conditions more favorable to the development of the pathogen can be imposed and thus a greater discrimination of the progenies for selection can be achieved. Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that evaluations in the field are important since they represent the real growing environment of the common bean. It is mainly required for plant architecture, which is an escape mechanism for the white mold since upright plants with more open canopy are less conducive to this disease (Soule et al., 2011) .
Genetic progress throughout the recurrent selection cycles for disease severity
In a recurrent selection program, it is indispensable to evaluate the efficiency of the process periodically. For that reason, it is necessary to estimate the genetic progress (GP). Various strategies have been used for estimating genetic progress in autogamous species and, in this study, the following were performed: a comparison between cycles using the general mean value of the progenies of the cycle and a comparison between groups of progenies selected from each cycle in a single experiment, to exclude the effect of cropping seasons. eration was already efficient. Nevertheless, for the CV cycle, there was a progeny * generation interaction, with a ratio (σ P G * 2 / σ P 2 ) * 100 greater than 50 % (Table 3) . The interaction was accompanied by a small experimental error, which may explain its significance. Another factor that may explain the presence of the interaction is the sensitivity of the genotypes to environmental variations for the trait, especially variations related to moisture and temperature, just as observed by Miklas et al. (2013) .
Evaluation of white mold resistance of better progenies of each cycle
In the experiments with the progenies selected from each cycle, there was a difference for the effects of cycles and progenies within cycles C0, CI, CIV, CV and CVI. This highlights the existence of genetic variability for the trait, even after the selection occurred over generations, which is of utmost importance to obtaining continual genetic progress from selection over generations and cycles.
There was also a difference between field experiments and greenhouse experiments, although no interactions between treatments within groups (represented by controls and progenies within cycles) and experiments (greenhouse and field) were observed. Nevertheless, there was interaction between cycles and locations. The difference between experiments and the interaction must have occurred due to differences in environmental conditions in the greenhouse and experimental fields; and the intensity of the disease in the greenhouse was greater than that in the field, where the temperature and moisture factors are more difficult to control. In spite of the presence of experiment * cycle interaction, genetic correlation for the white mold resistance scores between the experiments performed in the greenhouse and in the field was relatively high, 80 % and the best and worst progenies maintained their classifications in the two experiments.
Gain with selection over generations within each cycle
To verify if the selection within cycles was efficient, the gain realized from the selection was estimated. The great problem in the comparative evaluation of experiments performed in different cropping seasons and years is the environmental effect, and the use of controls can attenuate this effect. For severity of the pathogen, a susceptible cultivar has been used by different authors as an alternative to this problem (Amaro et al., 2007; Arantes et al., 2010) .
Gain within the cycles was positive in all four cycles, but small in the three generations. This occurred mainly due to the reduction in genetic deviation from the S 0:2 to S 0:3 generation of cycles CIII and CV, even though this reduction was not significant. The greatest gains in selection of progenies were observed from S 0:1 to S 0:2 in cycles CIII, CIV and CV, indicating greater selection efficiency in this generation ( In a comparison of the mean value of all the progenies of the different cycles, if the gain were calculated based on the direct mean value of the progenies, the gain would be -8 % per cycle. However, for reducing the environmental effect we use the genetic deviation, and the genetic progress estimated from this deviation was 4 % per selection cycle ( Figure  1 ). At first, this gain seems small; however, as three cycles per year were carried out, this gain becomes more pronounced, at 11 % per year. It should be taken into consideration that for selection of the plants in S 0 generation that were intercrossed for obtaining cycles, only the mean reaction of the two inoculations per plant were used.
The experiments with the progenies selected from each one of the seven cycles showed gains similar to those obtained in the evaluations with all the progenies obtained in each cycle and evaluated only in the field. In the evaluations of the progenies selected in the field, a gain of 3 % per cycle was observed, and in the evaluations in a greenhouse 4 %; while in joint analysis, this gain was 4 % (Figure 2) .
The little genetic progress over the generations and throughout the cycles is due to the fact that the quantitative trait is being controlled by various genes of little and medium effect and also due to the effect of the environment on the expression of resistance. According to Miklas et al. (2013) , 27 QTLs have already been identified for physiological resistance to white mold and 36 QTLs for traits related to escape mechanisms. If in the initial populations there are genes with greater effect, the gain expected in initial generations and cycles is greater, but if the genes involved are of little effect, the gain will be less, but progressive over the generations and cycles, as observed herein. In the study of Lion et al. (1987) with the same pathogen, a gain of 31 % was obtained after three cycles of recurrent selection; however, this gain was only possible because the authors performed interspecific crosses using a secondary gene pool where there are high levels of resistance. But in the studies of Terán and Singh (2010a) and Terán and Singh (2010b) , evaluating two populations of double hybrids, the gains were less and similar to those obtained in this study.
Another important observation is that in the selection, adapted progenies were obtained with levels of resistance greater than that of non-adapted sources of resistance, such as Ex Rico 23(4.2 -5.97), G122 (3.95 -5), Cornell 605 (3.85 -4.58), and A195 (3.48 -4.21). Among these sources of resistance, A195 exhibited the lowest intensity of the disease. Considering joint analysis, it is noted that in cycles CIV, CV and CVI, progenies greater than A195 appeared. Terán and Singh et al. (2009) also obtained lines superior to the sources of resistance used as parents.
Evaluation of growth habit and grain type
Accuracy values were greater than 80 % in the joint analyses for grain type and greater than 59 % for growth habit, indicating good experimental precision in most of the experiments and a wide genetic variation among progenies. In consequence, the estimate of selection gain for growth habit was 5 % per cycle (R² = 80 %); this gain was possible because during the cycles, among the plants with greater levels of resistance, plants with better growth habit were prioritized for carrying out the intercrossing. For grain type there was no gain, because the selection was not performed Therefore, the procedure was efficient for obtaining progenies with a high level of resistance to white mold with "Carioca" grain type and upright growth habit. Furthermore, there is the possibility of achieving additional gains from the selection for resistance to white mold, growth habit and grain type due to the presence of genetic variability.
for this trait in the base population to obtain the cycles. However, in the selection of progenies among generations within the cycles, there are progenies selected with mean values less or equal to the control (2.06), indicating there are progenies with acceptable grain under commercial conditions in all the generations of selection in the four cycles.
Evaluation of plant architecture in a recurrent selection program for white mold is of great importance since upright architecture, porous canopies, and resistance to lodging have much greater capacity for avoiding white mold disease (Miklas et al., 2013) . These traits provide for unfavorable conditions for development of the pathogen. Lodged beans create denser and more compact canopies which result in cooler and more humid microclimates favorable to the pathogen. In addition, plant organs in contact with the ground are vulnerable to mycelia infections emanating from colonized senescent blossoms and leaf litter on the soil surface (Kolkman and Kelly, 2002; Kolkman and Kelly, 2003; Miklas et al., 2013) . Physiological resistance in combination with disease avoidance traits did not require fungicide application to protect yield potential under moderate and heavy disease pressure (Miklas et al., 2013) .
The importance of this trait is also evidenced in various studies of identification of QTL for resistance to white mold that mention the presence of those responsible for escape mechanisms, such as plant architecture, located together with the QTLs that confer resistance to white mold in beans (Miklas et al., 2013; Soule et al., 2011) . Thus, it may be seen that selection for growth habit may contribute to resistance to white mold together with the physiological resistance identified by means of the straw test.
The 'Carioca' grain type is the most consumed in Brazil, and there are no cultivars with 'Carioca' grain and high levels of resistance to white mold adapted to Brazilian conditions, so the selection of these traits have been of great importance. Some Brazilian cultivars with 'Carioca' grains show certain levels of resistance, like those used in the base population of this study (Carneiro et al., 2011; Carvalho et al., 2013; Gonçalves and Santos, 2010; Silva et al., 2014) , but these levels are still low, and compared with sources like G122 (3.95 -5) and Ex rico (4.2 -5.97). In this study we noted that there are selected progenies with lower levels of resistance than A195 (3.48 -4.21) and Cornell 605 (3.85 -4.58). So we could increase these levels and obtain progenies with 'Carioca' grains and resistance similar and better than A195.
In light of the above, the selection of progenies with physiological resistance is of utmost importance, when these progenies accumulate desirable alleles of traits that contribute to resistance like erect growth habit and their grains satisfying the requirements of the consumer market. It is possible to reach these targets by recurrent selection since it makes it possible to recombine favorable alleles of the traits that are scattered in the parents.
